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FNDC values sharing information to deaf children, families, professionals and the 
communities that support them.  These events, advertisements and/or articles do not 

necessarily reflect the viewpoint of FNDC or offer an endorsement

Happy February.
The countdown is on to March 21st – the beginning of Spring! 

Editorial 
Revised/Reprinted from an Editorial I wrote in September 2011

Our deaf and hard of hearing children grow up to 
become deaf and hard of hearing adults! 

Can you picture yourself having a cup of tea or 
going for a walk and having a long, in-depth 
conversation with your adult deaf or hard of 
hearing (DHH) child?   Believe me – all those sign 
language classes will pay off in the end because 
you will be able to have meaningful lifelong 
conversations.  Sadly not all parents of DHH 
adults can say that.  

Young DHH kids are smart!  I remember when my 
daughter (deaf ) was about 5 years old, I realized 
that she only signed to me using the signs that 
she knew were in MY sign language vocabulary.  I 
figured this out when one of her friends was 
visiting for a play day.  When the friend signed to 
me using different signs, my daughter automati-
cally interpreted for me using the signs that she 
knew I understood.   If I hadn’t witnessed this 
myself, I would have thought my ASL was pretty 
good and there was no need to take more classes. 
BUT … my daughter tricked me or some would 
say she “accommodated” me.  Bottom line:  she 

was doing all the work, not me.  Big epiphany for 
me - you only get back what you put out!

It is really easy for parents to get stuck in “5 year 
old child” sign language  vocabulary and stay 
there because your child will meet your commu-
nication abilities and fake you into thinking that 
you are doing a great job!  

It can be a shocker for parents, to peek around the 
corner and see their deaf child signing like crazy, 
animated and laughing with others – yet code 
switch back to the same few signs with Mom & 
Dad.  When this happened to me – I felt ripped 
off and it was then and there that I personally 
decided that I wanted to have the best communi-
cation possible with my deaf daughter. 

I made a commitment that it was ME that had 
to sacrifice my time and energy to do it!  Sign 
classes, workshops, community events, coffee 
with Deaf people.  It takes time and energy – but 
I knew that I wanted the opportunity to have the 
same communication with my deaf daughter as 
I would have with my hearing children. I needed 
to prepare when she 
was young for us to 
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have adult communication and conversation one 
day in the future. 

For parents of young deaf children, I encourage 
you to learn new signs, learn ASL grammar, and 
use it!  You will see the shock on your child’s 
face that YOU know new signs!  You will notice 
that your parenting skills will improve too.  The 
challenge for every one of us is to continually try 
to raise our sign language communication skills 
to meet our child’s – and to prepare for a future 
with your “grown up” son or daughter.

Learning sign language is a lifelong commitment, 
and the younger you start – the more fluent you 
will become!  Don’t wait. 

When I hear older parents say “I really should learn 
sign language” – and see their 30-year-old DHH 
son or daughter standing there and not included 
in the communication between their parent 
and myself, I feel immense sadness. I become 
embarrassed as the conversation becomes more 
complex and I end up “facilitating communi-
cation” for that parent and their adult DHH child.  
This happens quite often and it breaks my heart 
every time.

I’m sharing this with you not to overwhelm you or 
make you feel guilty. I feel that often older parents, 
professionals and the Deaf community are great 
encouragers and don’t want to share some of the 
sad realities. It can be tough to balance encour-
agement with real outcomes when it comes to 
language.

There are so many resources here in BC for parents 
of DHH children to learn ASL especially now with 
so many online options available.  I encourage 
you to sign up and keep signing up for more 
levels of ASL. Keep going!  

Top 10 reasons why parents should learn and 
continue learning ASL:

 1.  Your child will internalize you learning sign 
language as an acceptance of who they 
are as a DHH person. This adds to their 
wellbeing and sense of belonging.

 2.  You will be ready to carry on age-level 
conversations at every step of your DHH 
child’s journey!

 3.  You can communicate with their friends 
and know what they are saying and 
planning.  I call this: SPY PARENTING 101.

 4.  Your DHH child will watch you learning ASL 
and realize that being a lifelong learner is a 
good thing! 

 5.  Sign Language increases your ability to 
communicate when travelling to other 
countries. 

 6.  When your child grows up, you might have 
a DHH son-in-law or daughter-in-law one 
day? Or DHH grandchild? 

 7.  You can communicate with d/Deaf adults 
in your child’s life. DHH children become 
proud when their parents can sign to other 
deaf people.

 8. Learning more languages grows our brains! 

 9.  When your child is older, you can have 
real and meaningful discussions about 
dating, relationships, sexuality, philosophy, 
boundaries, safety, politics, religion, career 
goals, etc.  Personal experience TIP from 
me: If you plan to discuss mortgages or 
investing, hire an interpreter OR drink a lot 
of wine! :)

 10.  At the end of your life, you won’t have to 
write a note to your adult DHH child saying 
“I’m sorry I didn’t learn to sign”. 

Cecelia
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Family Day

ICE SKATING

Surrey Sport & Leisure Centre Arena #1

16555 Fraser Highway, Surrey

For Deaf, Hard of Hearing and Deaf-
Blind children, their siblings and 
parents. We also welcome Deaf/HH 
parents and their children (CODA) 
and signers that support Deaf/Hard 
of Hearing children and youth.

Skating is free!
Skate rental: $3.25

Helmet rental: $1.75
Or bring a bike helmet!

Children under 12 MUST wear helmets.

This ice arena is wheelchair and baby stroller accessible.

The event is FREE, but please RVSP before Feb 16, 2022 
www.fndc.ca/skating

Febuary 21,2022 | 1:30 to 3:00 pm

In compliance with BC provincial health - participants over age 12 must  
provide proof of double vaccine.
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Would you like to design our DYT Summer 2022 T-Shirt logos? 
 
DYT is accepting two submissions for our Summer 2022  
T-Shirts.  You don’t have to be a super skilled artist.  If 
your design is chosen, we can work with a graphic artist 
to make it “T-shirt print ready”.  
 
We are looking for two different logos.  Try designing one 
logo or both!  Each Logo must have the following: 
 

LLooggoo  ##11  
LOGO must also include the words Hornby Island Deaf 
Camp Summer 2022. Try to include something unique to 
represent Hornby Island and/or DYT Deaf Kids’ overnight 
camp. If chosen, payment for design will be $400.  

 

  
LLooggoo  ##22    
LOGO must also include the words Deaf Youth Today. 
Try to design something that represents DYT’s summer 
camps.  If chosen, payment for design will be $400. 
 
 
All submissions will be reviewed.  DYT will pay If your 
submission is selected, you will be compensated $400 
fee for rights to use your logo or logos.  $400 will be 
paid for each logo.  You may design and submit one 
logo or both.  
 

*You might be asked to make adjustments or slight changes once selected.  Logo's 
will not be used without permission from the designer  
 
Deadline for Submission is February 28, 2022 
Please send to:  dyt@fndc.ca  
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SAVE THE DATE -Family Deaf Camp 2022 
at HORNBY ISLAND!  

It's going to happen!!! Book your holidays - the only thing 
stopping camp next summer will be covid restrictions! 

 
Thursday July 7 to Monday July 11 - FAMILY DEAF CAMP 

Monday July 11 to Friday July 15 - DYT KIDS CAMP  
  

Note:  we have added an extra day to Family Deaf Camp in 
order to avoid heavy ferry traffic on the weekend.   

More details will be available in early Spring. 
 

 
 
  

 
SAVE the DATE!  - 
FAMILY PICNIC 
Family Picnic 2022 For 
Families with DHHDB kids 
and for Deaf Adults with 
their children (CODA) 
Saturday June 11, 2022 
Details to be announced 
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Lunch and Learn Thursdays  
• February 3rd, 2022 - Providing Equitable and Accessible Educational Programs During a 

Pandemic - Bob Eslinger, Ed.D, Vancouver Island University 
• May 26th, 2022 - Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) Part 1 - Mentorship Group 
• June 9th, 2022 - PLCs Part 2 

 
Register here if you haven't already. The webinar link will be sent with registration 
confirmation. Interpreters and captioning will be provided. Webinars may be recorded. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CONTINUED on NEXT PAGE …  

POPDHH Presents: #DHHproud 
 
Reminder: 
The DHHproud - Showcase registration is approaching the deadline of February 
1tth.  Please register your students who are interested in competing in one or more of the 
categories. 
 
Updates: 
The prizes have been announced! Details on our website. 
Friendship Day Guest Facilitator: Justin Perez - Visual Vernacular Performer. Watch a preview 
of Justin's performance here. 

https://popdhh.ca/dhhproud2022/
https://popdhh.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=5563954ad431f1097b9388c83&id=d0b34845c6&e=b0c83798ae
https://popdhh.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=5563954ad431f1097b9388c83&id=27eefe8d53&e=b0c83798ae
https://popdhh.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=5563954ad431f1097b9388c83&id=80d5eb3976&e=b0c83798ae
https://popdhh.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=5563954ad431f1097b9388c83&id=ae6446fe67&e=b0c83798ae
https://popdhh.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=5563954ad431f1097b9388c83&id=5f860cbda4&e=b0c83798ae
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mailto:office@popdhh.ca
https://popdhh.ca/dhhproud2022/dhhproud-showcase/
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Teen says Strictly Come Dancing shows deaf people 
'not on side-lines' 

20 December 2021 
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2022/jan/10/strictly-winner-rose-ayling-ellis-to-tour-with-sign-
language-at-every-show  
Paris Thompson from Norfolk said there are "deaf people who need roles" 

A teenage actor has said the first deaf winner of Strictly Come Dancing has 
shown that those who cannot hear are "not just on the side-lines". 

EastEnders actor Rose Ayling-Ellis, the first deaf contestant in the BBC 
programme's history, won the 2021 competition on Saturday. 

Paris Thompson, 17, from Norfolk, who was born deaf, wants to follow in her 
footsteps.  "I'm here, I'm ready for anything," she said.  "Just be aware that 
there are deaf people that need roles and that there are deaf people in the 

arts community that want to be involved and they shouldn't have to be separated from it," she said. 

Guy Levy/BBC 
Giovanni Pernice and Rose Ayling-Ellis won Strictly Come 
Dancing's glitterball trophy on Saturday 

Paris, is part of the theatre company at The Garage in Norwich, 
which provides performing arts programming, participation and 
education for all ages, but particularly focuses on young people in 
challenging circumstances. 

She started acting in nursery school in the role of Mary in the 
Nativity and has made a short film called Coda. 

"I just love acting, it's hard to pinpoint why, I just really enjoy being a character," she said. 

Giovanni Pernice and Rose Ayling-Ellis' performances were praised throughout the latest series of Strictly Come 
Dancing 

Ayling-Ellis and her professional dance partner Giovanni Pernice were praised throughout the BBC series but 
the production paid particular tribute to the deaf community, while dancing to music by Clean Bandit and Zara 
Larsson. 

Halfway through, the music cut out as the pair danced on, in order to show people what a deaf person's world 
was like. 

"I actually loved watching Strictly, it was so exciting," Paris said.  "I think Rose has really just opened [things] 
up more for the hearing world, for everyone to see that deaf people are not just there on the side-lines.   

"We are here and we do need opportunities and we can do the same things that any hearing person can do." 

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2022/jan/10/strictly-winner-rose-ayling-ellis-to-tour-with-sign- language-at-every-show
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WWEEBBIINNAARR::    LLaanngguuaaggee  DDeepprriivvaattiioonn  SSyynnddrroommee  
This webinar will be hosted via Zoom for national and international attendees on  
Sunday, April 10, 2022 from 10:00am to 12:00pm (PST) 

Course Description: “Language deprivation syndrome,” (LDS) is the name that 
American Deaf psychiatrist Sanjay Gulati has given to a recognizable constellation of 
social, emotional, intellectual and other consequences for deaf people when they 
grow up without adequate access to either spoken or signed communication. 
According to Gulati, structurally speaking, LDS is aberrant neurodevelopment. 
Functionally, it is an intellectual disability.  The presence of this constellation of issues 
has long been noted in the Deaf mental health and rehabilitation literature, and 
several names for this condition have been offered dating back decades.  Clinical experience is that LDS is a 
highly common form of co-morbidity seen, to varying degrees, in deaf persons served in mental health 
settings.  It is a condition that confounds both assessment and treatment.  

In this presentation, our current understanding of LDS will be discussed along with a history of attempts to 
understand define this condition.  The presenter will discuss how awareness of LDS developed on the Deaf 
psychiatric unit he administered for 17 years.  He will also discuss varying causes for language deprivation and 
dysfluency in deaf people, compare these with conditions that cause dysfluency in hearing people, review 
current socio-historical developments impacting language development in deaf children, and then some of the 
implications of LDS for service provision, including interpreting, with deaf people. 

COST:  $39.00 

Agenda: 
1:00-1:10: How the presenter discovered the topic of Language Deprivation Syndrome (LDS) 
1:10-1:20: Westborough State Hospital Experience and Research related to LDS 
1:20-1:35: Other research: The syndrome in search of a name 
1:35-1:50: Sanjay Gulati’s research and conceptualization of LDS 
1:50-2:10: Causes of language dysfluency in deaf and hearing people 
2:10-2:20: Socio-historical changes impacting language development of deaf children 
2:20-2:35: Cognitive, psychosocial and behavioral implications of LDS 
2:35-2:45: Research questions: what we don’t yet know 
2:45-3:00: Q&A 
 
Learner Outcomes:  Participants will be able to: 
1. State the history and current conceptualization of the concept of “language deprivation syndrome” (LDS) 

as well as the relevant research questions to help us further clarify our understanding of this condition 
2. Explain diverse causes of language dysfunction in some hearing and deaf people 
3. Explain the cognitive, psychosocial and behavioral implications of severe language deprivation 

 
Registration information: To register https://language1st.org/events/language-deprivation-syndrome 
This is a digital purchase only; no physical ticket is provided. A form will populate for you to complete your 
registration and then your purchase will be added to your cart in the upper right-hand corner of the screen. 
You will receive an email confirmation of your payment as well as instructions on how to participate a few 
days prior to the event. Registration ends one day prior to the webinar. All registrants will receive a copy of 
the presenter’s PowerPoint and the presentation recording. Please email info@language1st.org with any 
questions.  
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TToo  YYoouunngg  BBrraaiinnss,,  LLaanngguuaaggee  IIss  LLaanngguuaaggee,,  WWhheetthheerr  SSiiggnneedd  oorr  SSppookkeenn  
From:		https://today.uconn.edu/2021/11/to-young-brains-language-is-language-whether-signed-or-
spoken/?fbclid=IwAR2oCL2hMWEx7UN5DJD72BzYxLMfjHWDPwoVwqjoiic7JQK-VvMHgH3Po3M# 
 
November	2,	2021		

Introduction to sign language at a young 
age helps children who are deaf or hard 
of hearing develop more quickly, 
according to new research  

Baby	brains	are	hungry	for	language.	
New	parents	are	urged	to	talk	to	their	
babies	to	help	their	minds	develop	
properly.	Now,	a	group	of	UConn	
researchers	have	shown	that	“talking”	
doesn’t	just	mean	speech—sign	language	exposure	is	equally	as	nourishing.	

“We	find	early	exposure	to	language,	whether	signed	or	spoken,	supports	the	
development	of	typical	cognitive	skills,”	says	Corina	Goodwin,	a	psycholinguist	at	
UConn.	The	finding,	reported	online	on	October	11	in	Child	Development,	may	seem	
obvious	to	most	people	but	has	been	contentiously	debated	in	the	scientific	
community.	

Deaf	children	born	to	hearing	parents	often	exhibit	developmental	delays.	Research	
has	convincingly	linked	such	delays	to	inadequate	language	exposure	early	in	life,	
and	so	pediatricians	and	audiologists	often	push	hard	for	parents	to	surgically	
implant	hearing	technology	in	deaf	babies.	But	that	approach	assumes	that	sound	
equals	language.	It’s	based	on	research	that	looks	only	at	deaf	children	raised	in	
families	that	only	use	spoken	language.	Almost	none	study	the	cognitive	
development	of	deaf	children	raised	with	sign	language.	

The	UConn	researchers	have	changed	that.	They	recruited	123	children	between	
three	and	seven	years	old.	There	were	46	children	with	typical	hearing,	and	77	were	
deaf	or	hard	of	hearing.	Of	the	deaf	or	hard-of-hearing	participants	in	the	study,	26	
had	been	exposed	to	American	Sign	Language,	or	ASL,	from	birth	by	a	deaf	parent,	
while	the	others	had	been	exposed	to	language	only	later	on	in	toddlerhood:	28	to	
ASL	and	23	to	spoken	English.	The	researchers	asked	the	parents	of	the	children	to	
answer	questions	rating	the	children’s	executive	functioning.	Executive	functioning	
refers	to	how	people	monitor	their	own	behavior,	choose	how	to	react,	and	plan	to	
reach	their	goals.	The	questions	were	from	a	set	often	used	to	evaluate	attention	
deficit	disorder	and	other	executive	function	disturbances	in	children,	and	evaluate	

https://today.uconn.edu/2021/11/to-young-brains-language-is-language-whether-signed-or-spoken/
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issues	such	as	whether	a	child	can	follow	two	step	directions	such	as	“go	upstairs	
and	get	your	shoes”,	or	whether	the	child	has	emotional	outbursts.	

The	results	showed	no	difference	between	kids	exposed	to	language	at	birth,	
whether	that	language	was	spoken	or	signed.	But	children	who	had	delayed	
exposure	to	language	did	tend	to	have	more	trouble	with	executive	functioning.	

“We’ve	shown	that	the	delays	that	have	been	observed	in	previous	studies	are	not	
about	their	deafness,	it’s	about	having	early	access	to	language,”	says	Marie	Coppola,	
a	psychologist	at	UConn	and	co-author	of	the	study.	

The	research	is	part	of	Coppola’s	larger	project	looking	at	how	age	of	first	exposure	
to	spoken	and	signed	language	affects	executive	functioning	and	math	skills	in	deaf	
and	hard-of-hearing	children.	Goodwin	is	also	working	on	a	project	investigating	the	
influence	of	ASL	on	the	spoken	English	development	of	children	learning	both	
languages.	

	

 

 
 
Premiered on APPLE TV+ on January 7th 2022.  Check it out!  
 
New series for kids and families based on The New York Times best-seller and 
Newbery Honor-winning graphic novel memoir from Cece Bell 
 
“El Deafo” follows insightful young Cece (voiced by Lexi Finigan, who is also 
deaf) as she loses her hearing and finds her inner superhero. Going to school 
and making new friends can be tough. Having to do both while wearing a 
bulky hearing aid on your chest? That takes superpowers! With a little help 
from her superhero alter ego, El Deafo, Cece learns to embrace what makes 
her extraordinary. 
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Join Brian’s support team! 
 

Brian Sawyer is one of our Deaf Youth Today ALUMNI – a previous 
camper and past DYT staff.  Last year, Brian, Deaf since birth, 
suffered a stroke and is paralyzed from his neck down. This also 
has resulted in his inability to communicate using his hands and 
facial expressions through American Sign Language. 

Brian’s partner, Alayna Finley is also a DYT alumni – serving as a 
staff member and DYT Coordinator.   

Brian has two amazing staff working 
with him but needs to expand his 
support team to fill the approved 
hours that he has for care support.  
 
The other part of this search for 
staff is to maximize Brian’s funded 
hours so he has a better case for 
advocating for increased hours of 
support. If hours go unused, it 
makes less of a strong case.  
 
And real talk, supporting Brian 
means supporting me too. With the 
ability to return to teaching full 
time, running a small biz that is 
struggling, being a good teacher, 
colleague, friend, daughter, and 
sister. I’ve dropped so many 
spinning plates these past few 
months and colleagues, family, and 
friends have been picking up the pieces for me.  
 
Share this post and send a message to Alayna at Alayna.finley@gmail.com 
and she will send you the link for the job posting.  Please share, share, 
share. Talk about Brian and what happened to him and his journey. Share 
his story. By sharing, the word goes further and he will have a better 
chance of expanding his support team! 
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Kelsie Grazier, Vancouver Artist 
 
Instagram post by Kelsie Grazier (with 
permission) @kelsiegrazier 
 
Getting my long awaited cochlear implant 
upgrade comes with excitement (yay 
bluetooth) and mixed emotions (still have a 
clunky thing on my head). 
 
I have grown to love the dualities of the 
hearing and silent worlds. 
 
With the invention of the cochlear implant 
comes a long history of Audism.  
 
Discrimination against deaf people and sign 
language. In Deaf Theory, there are two distinct schools of thought directly 
opposing each other. I have since learned through my lived experiences that it is 
not either/or- it is both/and.  
 
Hearing people will never know what it is like to live as a deaf person. Full stop. 
However, over centuries and to this day, hearing people make policies and 
decisions on behalf of deaf people without consultation. I often try to imagine 
what our world would be like with Deaf Culture embraced and embodied in all of 
society. If sign language was never banned in schools. If the world remained 
open to a visual way of being.  It would be so beautiful, I know it. 

  
Kelsie Grazier is a visual artist based in Vancouver, BC. 
With an emphasis on gestural brush strokes and fine 
lines, Kelsie paints to communicate the complexities of 
Deaf identity and cultural histories. She studied painting 
at Emily Carr University of Art and Design, graduating 
with a Bachelor of Fine Arts. She obtained her Masters in 
Deaf Education at the University of British Columbia 
(UBC) and focused her research on global perceptions of 
Deaf identity. It was during this time that Kelsie, born 
with a mild hearing loss, suddenly became deaf. She 
returned to her art practice to explore her connection to a 

linguistic minority culture that is rooted in silence. She recently completed a 
Remote Research Residency with Arts Assembly and Access Gallery. 
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Provincial Family Services 
Provincial Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services (PDHHS) 
For families who have school-aged deaf, hard of hearing and deafblind children  
 
 

                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 
 

Your adolescent (and parents too) might experience feeling nervous, excited, and 
stressed out all at once! Reminder, your DHH adolescent is leaving their supportive 
environment in elementary school for high school which probably does not provide 
the same level of services and support. Come and learn what to expect and how to 
help your adolescent prepare for high school. 
 
 
Presenters:  Levi Traxler, Family Navigator 
                                        Provincial Family Services 

 
                                        Lynley Lewis, Educational Consultant/Teacher of Deaf and Hard of Hearing 

Provincial Outreach Program: Deaf & Hard of Hearing 
  
When:    Thursday, February 10th, 2022 
 
Time:     6:30 – 8:00 pm 
 
Location:  Link will be provided upon Registration.  
 
Interpreters:  ASL interpreters and real time subtitles will be provided. 
 
Registration: If you are interested in registering or would like further information, please 

email FS@gov.bc.ca. 
 

          (Please let us know if you require a language interpreter.) 
 

 
 
 
 

Provincial Family Services 
FS@gov.bc.ca 

Provincial Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services 
www.gov.bc.ca/deafandhardofhearing 

 

Intermediate Transition 
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Face, Body, and ASL with Elizabeth Morris 
Both Deaf and hearing participants are welcome to apply for the drama classes, however, the workshop is an 
ASL-friendly environment. English interpretation needs to be requested in advance.  
 
Register to be considered for a spot in the workshop at no 
cost to you since the project is funded by Canada Council for 
the Arts! This is one of the six workshop theatre training as 
part of the ReDEAFining Theatre workshop series for the 
2022 season.  
 
The four days workshop schedule begins from March 4 - 7, 
2022 at the NEST studio, located at the Festival House, also 
known as the Vancouver Fringe Festival from 10am - 4pm 
pending COVID-19 restrictions. The address is 1398 
Cartwright St, Vancouver, BC V6H 3R8. 
 
Welcome to Elizabeth Morris’ “Face and Body” drama 
workshop. This workshop will happen on March 4th - 7th, 
2022. It will be at the Festival House in Vancouver, B.C. 
Elizabeth is a professional Deaf actor who has had a big 
passion for acting since as a young child, in theatre and film. 
She has 18 years of professional acting experience. Also, she 
teaches drama workshops for children, youth, and adults 
(including actors, artists, teachers, and sign language 
interpreters). In this drama workshop, she will teach the 
technique of Visual Vernacular in storytelling; the technique 
that is primarily used by Deaf artists; using movements, iconic signs, gestures, and facial expression. We will be 
doing drama games, improvisation, mimes, folklore stories, guessing who the celebrity is….And more surprises! 
This will be a great and fun week of exploring how to tell a story by using our faces and body. Join us for our one 
week of fun drama workshop!     To apply:  https://forms.gle/FqPygcCjVu4BJLZB8 
 
SCHEDULE: 
*10:00am - 12:00pm: Morning workshop 
*12:00pm - 1:30pm: Lunch 
* 1:30pm - 2:40pm: Afternoon workshop 
* 2:40pm - 2:55pm: 15 minutes break 
* 2:55pm - 4:00pm: Afternoon workshop 
 
Deaf artists who identify as BIPOC, LGBT2SQA+, Deaf+, and underrepresented communities are highly 
encouraged to apply.  
 
If you receive an email of acceptance for this workshop, you will be asked to give consent to have the process 
be filmed and documented for sharing with the public at a later date.  
 
*If you need assistance with the application form, please send an email to landon@insideouttheatre.com 
Landon Krentz 
Deaf Artistic Director 
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Provincial Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services 
FS@gov.bc.ca 
www.gov.bc.ca/deafandhardofhearing  

 

Access: We will provide access to our services whether you use sign language, spoken English or another language. Please 
communicate with us your needs and we will ensure our programs are accessible and fit your specific needs. For some of 
you that might mean booking sign language interpreters, CART or captioning services or request for information to be 
translated into your language.  

Technology and high-speed internet required: You must have a personal computer or laptop with camera capability (we 
must be able to see you especially during American Sign Language sessions) and high-speed internet. MS Teams and Zoom 
platforms will be the main platforms used. Contact us if you have any questions or need technology support. 

Registration: To register for any of the programs below, please email your name, deaf or hard of hearing child’s name, age, 
and which program you would like to register for. 

 

 

The Provincial Family Services team humbly acknowledges the unceded and traditional territory of Musqueam, Tesleil-
Waututh, and Squamish which belong to the Coast Salish Peoples.  

 

Provincial Family Services is a program within Provincial Deaf and 
Hard of Hearing Services that provides integrated and immersive 
services that reflects a one-stop approach to supporting families 
with deaf, hard of hearing and deafblind children, youth, and 
young adults (ages 5-23) and their families across service 
systems, particularly through periods of transition, such as school 
entry and for youth and young adults into adulthood. PFS 
provides support through navigation and direct services to 
children, youth and young adults and their families.  

An overview of services: 
• Family and parent connection 
• Child, youth and young adult services 
• Community awareness and development 
• Language and literacy development 
• System navigation and access consultation 

 
Website: www.gov.bc.ca/deafandhardofhearing 
Email:      FS@gov.bc.ca 
Text:        604 809 1547 
 

Meet the Team! 
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Winter 2022 PROGRAM 
 

Transition Services 

Intermediate Transition 
 
Date: Thursday February 10, 2022 
Time: 6:30 – 8:00 pm 
Platform: Zoom 
Facilitators:  
Levi Traxler, Provincial Family Services,  
Lynley Lewis, Provincial Outreach Program: Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing   
Jennifer Duhamel-Conover, School Counsellor for 
Students, Burnaby Mountain Secondary School  
 

 
 
Your adolescent (and parents too) might experience 
feeling nervous, excited, and stressed out all at once! 
Reminder, your DHH adolescent is leaving their supportive 
environment in elementary school for high school which 
probably does not provide the same level of services and 
support. Come and learn what to expect and how to help 
your adolescent prepare for high school.  

 

Youth Transition 
Preparing for Post-Secondary Education 

 
Date: Wednesday February 16, 2022 
Time: 6:30 -8:00 pm 
Platform: Zoom 
Hosted by David McGregor 
 

 
 
Are you a Grade 10 to Grade 12 student, parent, or 
teacher?  Wondering what types of supports and 
resources are available to transition to Post-Secondary?  
Come to our presentation and we will show you a new 
resource to prepare for this transition. 

 

Early Transition Meet & Greet 
 
Save the Date: Saturday May 28, 2022 
Time: 10:00 am – 12:00 pm 
Location: 4334 Victory Street, Burnaby 
Hosted by Provincial Family Services & Provincial 
Outreach Program, Deaf & Hard of Hearing 
 

 
This event is for those children who entered Kindergarten in 
the Fall of 2021 and those who are transitioning into 
Kindergarten in Fall of 2022. 
 
This is an opportunity for families to connect, children to meet 
their peers and to share in your experience with entering 
Kindergarten. 
 

 
 

Family and Parent Connection 
 

 
Summer Immersion 2022  

 
Save the Date:  

Sunday July 17 – Friday July 22, 2022 
 

 

We have not determined what our Summer Immersion 
week will look like yet but please save the date! We are 

open to input from families. 

 

 

Language Learning Opportunities 
 

 

American Sign Language Groups 

• Did you know that American Sign Language (ASL) is a recognized language in Canada? 
• Is your family interested in learning another language? 
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• We have individual, family, or group sessions available. 

Our groups have already started in January 2022. If you are interested in individual (parents or guardians only) or 
family sessions, please contact us and one of us will get back to you to organize a schedule that works for you and 
the assigned staff. For group sessions, check out the timetable below and register the date, time, and level of your 
preference. If you are not sure of your level, please note the level descriptors below or connect with your previous 
instructor. 

 

 

 

 

Searching for deaf and hard of hearing actors 
We are searching for deaf and hard of hearing boys and girls age 11-14  

for a commercial shooting in Vancouver. 
 
Must be available for the following dates: 
Callback: February 15 
COVID test: February 22 
Wardrobe: February 24 
Shoot dates: February 26, 27, 28 
 
Please email gostudioscasting@gmail.com for more information! 
 
Link to original post: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CZkVSOPvbZO/?utm_medium=copy_link 
 
KRISTEN DEWOLFE CASTING 
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How ‘Madagascar: A Li1le Wild’ Breaks New Industry Ground for 
Deaf RepresentaCon 

The show's crea,ve and Deaf-led consultant teams talk to The Hollywood Reporter about their process for 
anima,ng ASL and the decision to credit sign over ar,st Shaylee Mansfield. 

From: hGps://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/madagascar-a-liGle-wild-dreamworks-deaf-
representa,on-sign-over-actress-1235077254/  

Madagascar: A Li-le Wild Courtesy of DreamWorks 
Anima;on; Courtesy of Subject 

In the latest season of DreamWorks’ Madagascar: A 
Li-le Wild, a young girl visi,ng the Central Park Zoo 
happily trades a balloon for cards with a chimp named 
Dave. There’s just one problem — the cards belong to 
hippo Gloria, who must enlist her animal friends to help 
get them back. 

“Gloria’s Got ‘Em All” is a classic A Li-le Wild adventure, 
using its animal stars to teach important lessons, 
alongside the show’s effort to normalize and celebrate 

diversity. And in a first for the GLAAD-nominated Madagascar prequel, the show features a human girl named 
Shaylee who is Deaf and uses ASL to communicate with the show’s Deaf chimp Dave. 

“We’d been talking in the writer’s room about, how do we incorporate a human into this world in a way that is 
meaningful and propels a story?” A Li-le Wildshowrunner and execu,ve producer Johanna Stein tells The 
Hollywood Reporter. “It’s a world where animals can talk to animals and humans can’t understand them.” 

A Li-le Wild had already debuted Dave and his sister Pickles, an animal embodiment of a SODA (sibling of a 
Deaf adult), in September 2020 during the series’ first season. Alongside their inclusion, a Deaf-led consultant 
team — Delbert and Jevon WheGer and Jus,n Maurer — were called to help the series portray the two chimps 
and American Sign Language accurately and authen,cally. 

“With Dave, you have a character that communicates in a different language similar to Deaf people in the 
United States as a marginalized community and as a linguis,c minority,” Maurer, who is himself a CODA (child 
of a Deaf adult), says. “Pickles basically bridges communica,on so that her brother can be involved in 
conversa,ons with other zoo animals who aren’t yet fluent in sign language, which some of the characters pick 
up a bit later on.” 

Working with the pre-school-focused DreamWorks produc,on from its very first episode, the trio and 
supervising director TJ Sullivan developed a process for anima,ng the two chimps’ ASL through video 
referencing that they then used for Shaylee, through a slightly modified Zoom process. 

When making transla,on decisions for the show’s ASL, the team was conscious of how Deaf children may sign 
differently — like hearing children speak differently than adults — and simplified or developed crea,ve 
solu,ons for signs ini,ally too complex to animate. The consultants also addressed how a character might 
stand in frame so their ASL is seen, and in the case of the chimps, sign hanging upside down from a branch or 
even with their feet, which have opposable big toes. 

“The answers a lot of the ,mes were yes, and Jevon would demonstrate how those things could be done,” Del 
says. 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/madagascar-a-little-wild-dreamworks-deaf-representation-sign-over-actress-1235077254/
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From leG: Dave, Melman, Pickles and Gloria 
in ‘Madagascar: A Li-le Wild’ Courtesy of 
DreamWorks Anima;on 

Twelve-year-old Deaf actress Shaylee 
Mansfield had seen the team’s work with 
Dave and Pickles, and was introduced to Del 
and Jevon through a panel discussion for the 
show hosted by RespectAbility. Aier the 
event, Mansfield’s mother inquired whether 
the produc,on needed a Deaf actor, sejng 
in mo,on a “professional dream” Del had 
since before the produc,on began, “to have 

a Deaf actor perform their dialogue lines for animated characters in ASL using what I term as ‘sign-over’ 
instead of voice-over.'” 

Mansfield’s arrival also finally made clear how Madagascar: A Li-le Wild could bridge the gap between its 
animal and human characters, with ASL being signed by both. “It was a card on the wall in the writers’ room, 
and then fortuitously, Shaylee reached out,” Stein says. “That was when the card flashed in my brain, and I 
went, ‘Oh, I think this might all come together.'” 

The show’s ini,al plans to introduce a human boy pivoted with Mansfield on board, with the now young girl 
taking Mansfield’s namesake. She was then credited as Shaylee’s “sign over” ar,st — a historic moment for an 
industry driven by voice work. “What’s so wonderful about having Shaylee play the character is that she signs 
in a different way than anyone else would,” Stein says of cas,ng a Deaf actress for the part. “That was a real 
eye-opener for me because, of course, why would we assume that just anybody who knows sign language 
could perform this character?” 

Mansfield says her sign over role is a “dream opportunity” in an industry where it has been hard to find jobs. 
“When I audi,oned for Deaf roles, some,mes I would get the role and some,mes I would not. When I’ve 
audi,oned for non-Deaf roles, I haven’t goGen any yet.” 

Mansfield didn’t go through a tradi,onal cas,ng process for A Li-le Wild but says joining the produc,on was 
different than other projects she’s audi,oned for. Because of Del and Jevon’s exis,ng rela,onship with the 
show basic asks were met. 

“A few ,mes in the past, when there were no Deaf people involved, I had to do double and triple the work to 
advocate for myself,” she tells THR. “This job was completely different — I got to choose my own preferred 
interpreter without any obstacles. Because of that, I was able to focus on delivering my best performance.” 

“That happens, unfortunately, quite oien,” Jevon said of the “stressful” experiences he and his brother, along 
with organiza,ons like RespectAbility, address for performers like Mansfield through their consul,ng and 
advocacy. “A Deaf performer may be reluctant to ask for an interpreter for fear of how that would be received. 
If [the produc,on is] resistant to that, could they lose the opportunity to audi,on or even be rejected before 
the audi,on.” 

By the ,me the young actress came on board, the show had shiied from an in-person process to a virtual one 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. When Sullivan first started working with the Deaf consultant duo, he says he’d 
sit and record their ASL performances and then go back later and edit it, moving through the best and clearest 
takes. During this ,me, they worked out kinks in the video reference process, like movements being too quick 
and not filming the duo from different angles. 

“It’s been a learning process not only for ourselves but also for making sure that the rest of the team, like the 
storyboard ar,sts and the animators down the line clearly understood what they were looking at,” he explains. 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/madagascar-a-little-wild-dreamworks-deaf-representation-sign-over-actress-1235077254/
https://www.respectability.org/
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Andy, Shaylee and Dave in ‘Madagascar: A 
Li-le Wild’ Courtesy of DreamWorks Anima;on 

Sullivan, Jevon and Del also had discussions 
about the dynamic of Dave and Pickles on 
screen, with the two Deaf consultants and 
brothers going through the script to offer 
feedback that made sure “both Pickles and 
Dave were equally represented. That Dave 
didn’t just disappear into the background,” 
Sullivan says. Their humorous performances of 
the material were also reflected in the boards 
and anima,on. 

Much of this process remained the same as Mansfield joined the team, with the actress working with the 
consultants over Zoom on how to posi,on her body and sign specifically for anima,on. “We had to really slow 
it down to be extremely clear, and give various angles of the lines so that the animators can see where the 
hand shapes and hand movements should be,” Jevon says. 

For Maurer, the show’s work has provided a “touching” look at what it’s like having and interac,ng with Deaf 
family members. It’s also a chance to encourage accurate language learning at a young age that can benefit 
hearing children, even before they know how to speak. 

“I think it’s really important for sign language to be taught by Deaf people because it’s their na,ve language, 
and they are the only ones who have na,ve-level fluency,” Maurer says. “So hearing kids learning sign from 
someone like Shaylee is amazing.” 

The en,re experience of working on this Madagascar: A Li-le Wild episode has helped break Stein out of her 
“world of assump,ons” as a storyteller. “Now everything that I’m working on, I’m not only thinking, ‘Well, how 
can I include a Deaf point of view?’ I’m also thinking who else’s point of view have I not been thinking about,” 
she says. 

For Mansfield, it’s another important moment to show how much Deaf talent is out there. “We want to see 
more characters developed, more Deaf children be inspired.” 

Interviews were conducted with the assistance of Jus;n Maurer, and ASL interpreters Gabriel Gomez and 
Allisun Kale.
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FNDC EDITOR’S NOTE: The same concepts in this article pertain to a child using sign language and the same 
suggestions can be used when you read this article through the lens of sign language. 

Theory of Mind Development in Children with Hearing Loss
FROM: www.stacycrouse.com/post/theory-of-mind-development-in-children-with-hearing-loss

Theory of Mind is a topic that brings out my inner #SLPnerd (https://www.
stacycrouse.com/blog/hashtags/SLPnerd) like few others do. Typical 
development of Theory of Mind, as well as how it’s often impacted in 
children with hearing loss, is completely fascinating to me. 

While prerequisite skills for a mature Theory of Mind begin devel-
oping during infancy, at around four years of age children realize that 
other people have their  own  unique thoughts, which are based on 
what  they  know and have experienced. The concept of false belief 
emerges, which enables a child to recognize that not only are others’ 
perceptions based on their set of knowledge and experiences, but also 
that others’ beliefs might not align with what is true.

Examples of false belief are everywhere, including popular stories. In the 
story of Little Red Riding Hood, the reader knows that the grandmother 
is actually the wolf. A child with a Theory if Mind will understand that 
Little Red Riding Hood is questioning the size of the wolf’s ears, eyes, 
and teeth because  she  does not know that it is the wolf, but rather is 
confused by the facial features of who she thinks is her grandmother. 

Children with hearing loss frequently experience delayed Theory of Mind development. First, understanding others' 
perspectives develops in part by experiencing and overhearing situations in everyday life. When a hearing loss is 
present, learning by overhearing does not happen nearly as often as typically hearing children. Additionally, people 

may often speak to a child with hearing loss using 
simple sentences devoid of abstract concepts that 
describe others' mental states. For example, rather 
than saying, “I doubt that the mail already came, 
but let's go check the mailbox,“a parent might 
attempt to make their language easier for the child 
to understand by saying, "Let's look in the mailbox." 
While intentions may be good, in actuality, using 
simpler language may also contribute to an under-
developed Theory of Mind in deaf children.

Difficulty achieving Theory of Mind can impact a 
child in several ways, including understanding and 
creating narratives. When reading (or listening to) 
stories, a reader considers the beliefs and perspec-
tives of the characters in the book by considering 

the unique experiences of each character. Deficits in perspective taking also impact the ability to successfully tell a 
multidimensional narrative that goes beyond simply stating a sequence of events and instead provide insight into 
motivation, beliefs, and reasoning of the people involved.

Additionally, Theory of Mind has a huge impact on a child’s understanding of social situations. To successfully interact 
with and respond to others, we must infer their thoughts and feelings. For example, a child must understand the 

http://www.stacycrouse.com/post/theory-of-mind-development-in-children-with-hearing-loss
https://www.stacycrouse.com/blog/hashtags/SLPnerd
https://www.stacycrouse.com/blog/hashtags/SLPnerd
https://www.stacycrouse.com/blog/hashtags/SLPnerd
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perspective of their parents when trying to persuade them to buy candy at the store. When communicating with 
others, we also must consider the shared knowledge base so that we aren’t providing too much or too little infor-
mation. If a child misses conversational nuances, their ability to successfully identify and take the perspective of others 
in social scenarios is likely impacted.

Now that you’ve jumped on the Theory of Mind bandwagon with me, let's explore 
some ways to promote the development of these skills in children with hearing loss. 
Hearing First has a fantastic PDF download  HERE  (https://hearingfirst.org/-/media/
Files/Downloadables/theory-of-mind-handout.pdf ) with ideas on how to naturally 
facilitate Theory of Mind development from birth. Reading books is a very important 
activity to challenge children to understand the perspectives of characters. Even very 
simple stories often provide the opportunity to discuss the characters’ thoughts and 
feelings surrounding the events of the story. There is nothing wrong (and in fact, there 
are a lot of things  right) with reading the same set of books regularly with young 
children to help them develop this skill.

Pretend play (or role-playing for older children) is a great way to break down Theory of 
Mind in a slower and more controlled way than real life situations allow for. Structured 
activities,  such as this one (https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Social-
Acts-Conversation-Scripts-Role-Plays-3748343), give the child time to understand the 
thoughts of an imaginary person in a situation. The teacher, parent, or therapist is 
able to interject cues in real time to help the child make connections between the 
thoughts and actions of people involved in the scenario.

Another way to promote Theory of Mind is by playing guessing games. They allow the 
child to observe two people having different perspectives during the same activity, 
as one person knows a piece of information while the other person doesn’t. A simple 

form of this concept may be choosing an object to place in a bag or box and giving hints for the child to guess what 
the object is. Playing a game such as this animals guessing game (https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/
Guess-What-Animals-Game-for-Targeting-Questions-CompareContrast-and-Vocab-3176864) (below) provides a more 
linguistically complex way for the child to take the other person's perspective.

Probably the best and most natural way to foster a Theory of Mind is to 
use language that is rich in words describing mental states. Using words 
such as think, feel, wonder, doubt, hope, remember, and expect during 
real-life scenarios will provide everyday opportunities for a child with 
hearing loss to understand the meanings of these words and how they 
relate to the perspectives of others involved. Secondly, using these 
words in grammatically correct sentences provides a model for how to 
use them appropriately.

I know what you're thinking-- it all makes so much sense, yet is completely mind blowing, right? Admittedly, few topics 
get me to read beyond the summary of research articles like this one. And because I love my email subscribers just as 
much as this intriguing subject, I’ve added the above printable graphic to my exclusive freebie library here (https://
www.stacycrouse.com/newsletter) !I “hope” (ha, get it?) you check it out!

References: 

 �Chilton, Helen. (2019, May 1). Theory of Mind and Deaf Children. ENT & Audiology News, 28(2).
 �Hearing First. (2017, September 21). Theory of Mind: What It Is and How Your Child Can Develop It. [Blog Post]/ Retrieved from https://hearingfirst.org/en/blog/2017/09/21/
Theory-of-Mind
 �Schick, Brenda; de Villiers, Jill; de Villiers, Peter; and Hoffmeister, Bob. (2002, December 1). Theory of Mind: Language and Cognition in Deaf Children. The ASHA Leader, 7 (22). 
p. 6-14.
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Do You Need a Tutor? 
Terry Gardiner has over 30 years of experience teaching at BCSD, and holds a current B.C. 
Teaching Certificate, and can teach B.C. Curriculum.  Can tutor/teach grades 5 through 12 but 
prefer grades 5 through 10. Preferred instructional areas are: English (Reading, Writing), 
Science (Biology, Physical Geography, Earth, Chemistry), Social Studies (History), Math.   
Please contact me @ tgardiner77@gmail.com  

Terry Gardiner, Tutor 
Online Tutoring ASL Pah ! 

* ASL'll be used in all Online Tutoring Sessions 

Spots are limited! Sign up with the following
link or with this QR code!

26th Feb 2022 (Sat)
2-4pm via Zoom

Codenames, trivia kahoot,
drawphone and more!

When? What?

for hard of hearing students age 13-17!

shorturl.at/sP179

BC Buddies presents:
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WHEN THE WALLS COME DOWN 
Feb 4th @ 7pm (livestream)   &     Feb 5th @ 4pm (livestream) 

Tickets: Free/by Donation 
Vancouver International Dance Festival    https://www.vidf.ca 

Dance//Novella, a local contemporary dance company founded by Brandon Lee Alley and Racheal 
Prince, in collaboration with Caroline Hébert, a passionate Deaf performing artist and Chris Dodd, 
Artistic Director of SOUND OFF (Canada’s leading Deaf Theatre Festival) are proud to premier When 
the Walls Come Down at the Vancouver International Dance Festival, February 4th & 5th. A new 
dance theatre work that is accessible for both hearing and Deaf audiences in equal measure while 
maintaining a high level of artistic merit. 

Inspired by Caroline’s life story, the 45-minute performance sheds light on stereotypes and difficulties 
that Deaf Canadians may face. With stunning lighting design by James Proudfoot, the stage is 
transformed to reveal glimpses of memories that have impacted Caroline’s life. The performance will 
also include an animation created by a team of five talented artists from the Vancouver Film School. 
Brandon Lee Alley and Racheal Prince, both former artists with Ballet BC, are the creators and 
perform along side Caroline Hébert. The Vancouver International Dance Festival, or VIDF, is an annual 
festival that celebrates the art of contemporary dance.    

To order tickets (free by donation):  https://www.vidf.ca 

 

 

THE BILINGUAL GRAMMAR CURRICULUM:  
From:  www.TheOnlinetinerant.com   
 

Curriculum created for Deaf students who 
struggle with English Grammar 
 

February 21 – 4 pm PST (ONLINE) 
For – professionals and parents  
Cost:  free 
  

Join Kristin DiPerri and Todd Czubek for A LIVE 60 minute curriculum overview that will answer 
any questions you might have about this exciting new curriculum created for Deaf students 
who struggle with English Grammar! 
 
To register:  https://www.theonlineitinerant.com/BCG-Overview-Curriculum 
 

**Join us and preview this new curriculum created for deaf and 
hard of hearing students who struggle with English Grammar** 



FNDC is a non-profit society (S-33351) that was founded in March, 1995 to bring together families of deaf children in British Columbia who share 
common concerns.  Federal Registered Charity Number:  88622 5655 RR0001.  Deaf Youth Today (DYT) is a program administered by FNDC.

What is FNDC all about?

Deaf Youth Today (DYT), is FNDC’s summer social/recreational program and is committed to providing 
recreational experience and leadership opportunities for deaf and hard of hearing youth in British Columbia that use 
sign language for all or part of their communication or who are interested in learning sign language.

FNDC Board of Directors
Hester Hussey ...................................................Mentor, Advisor
Colleen Peterson ..................Board President | colleen@fndc.ca
Nicki Horton ..................................................................Director
Karen Jackson ................................................................Director
Charlie Coyle .................................................................Director
Joy Santos ......................................................................Director
Gwen Wong ....................................................................Director
Laura Batista ..................................................................Director
Leigh Chan .....................................................................Director
Dan Braun ......................................................................Director
Bobbi Taylor ..................................................................Director
Pauline Anderson ...........................................................Director

The Board of Directors are parents of deaf children.

FNDC Staff

DYT Staff

Cecelia Klassen ..........................................Executive Director | cecelia@fndc.ca
Bella Poato ......................................... Executive Assistant | accounting@fndc.ca
Scott Jeffery ............................. Info Tech Manager FNDC/DYT | scott@fndc.ca
Jason Berube ......................Newsletter Tech & IT Support | webmaster@fndc.ca
FNDC ..................................................................General Inquiry | fndc@fndc.ca

DYT (General Inquiries) ................................................................... dyt@fndc.ca

Membership (Paid)

Join Our E-Mail List (for free)

Contact Us

Membership is open to those who support 
the goals of our Organization.

 *  Our membership is open to individuals, schools, and 
organizations. Parents/guardians of deaf and hard of 
hearing children are eligible to vote.

Join our email list (for free) and receive:

 *  Our newsletter (which is published four times a year)
 *  Email Updates regarding upcoming workshops 

and courses, children & youth programs as well as 
community updates

Contact us below and be added to our email list 
or to request a membership form:

Family Network for Deaf Children &
our summer program, Deaf Youth Today

PO Box 19380 Metrotown RPO
Burnaby, BC  V5H 4JB

604-684-1860 (voice/text message)
www.fndc.ca (website)   fndc@fndc.ca (e-mail)

Family Network for Deaf Children (FNDC) is a parent run, non-profit, charitable 
organization supporting families with deaf and hard of hearing children that use sign 
language or are interested in learning sign language. 

Even though technology and methodology have changed over the years, we seek the wisdom 
of parents, professionals and Deaf/HH adults so that common themes of “access, equity 
and a sense of belonging” continue to be highlighted in areas such as: social/recreation, 
leadership, education, employment, general services and community involvement.

What is Deaf Youth Today?
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